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Action star Jackie Chan
accepts Maverick Spirit
Award at Cine quest

San Jose in a ’Rage’ as the
Lasers beat Philadelphia
71-67
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Beyond the trend: Olympic snowboarding Professor wins
Byjerennah Oshan
Staff Writer
To say snowboarding is a new sport would be
to lie.
With snowboarding making its Olympic debut
in Nagano, Japan, on Feb. 7, the sport is seemingly getting the respect that it has not gotten
from the skiing establishment in the past.
Participants will be timed in a giant slalom race
and judged in a half-pipe competition, which is
like a tunnel cut in half where various tricks are
performed.
Even as the sport seemingly stepped out of the

shadows and into the spotlight, trouble followed,
but this time over who would govern the sport in
the Olympics.
The International Snowboard Federation had
been sanctioning snowboarding events, but the
Federation Internationale du Ski (FIS) challenged for the rights to oversee the sport in the
Olympics. The International Olympic Committee
awarded the FIS with the bid, prompting at least
one top rider to drop out of the competition.
But the road to Nagano has been a long time
coming at the Burton Snowboard Museum in
Vermont there is a snowboard-like-contraption
that dates back to 1920. In World War I, there
were accounts of soldiers standing in a surfing

position on barrel staves sliding down snow-covered hills in Europe. Even the ancestor of the
modern snowboard, the "Snurfer", dates back to
1965.
The Snurfer looked like two skis attached
together without the bindings and was controlled
by a rope which was tied to the front and acted
as a rein. It was sold mostly in sporting good
stores and toy shops as more of a novelty item,
not as a potential Olympic sport. The modern
snowboard resembles its ancestor, minus the
rope, with more sophisticated bindings and
board construction.

See Debut, page 9

Presidential
Scholar Award
By Peggy Flynn
Staff Writer
Dr. Randall Stross is familiar with success stories.
The author of several books on business history
Stross a San Jose State University professor of
Organization and Management will receive the
1997-98 President’s Scholar Award and can boast of
his own lifetime of successes.
The President’s Scholar Award, first presented in
1973-74, recognizes excellence in research and
scholarship. Stross’ award is the first ever for the
College of Business.
"Our courses have benefited greatly by his
research of China and Silicon Valley," said Dr.
Burton Dean, chair of the Organization and

Ai
This is the most exciting
place in the world to be.
Technology is the single most
important element of economic change and the technology
is right here.
Dr. Randall Stross
professor of Organization and
Management

In (;,,at son Wen. Spat NW DMA
Chris Regan, 13, of Reno launches off a table top jump
at the boarder cross park at Alpine Meadows. The heavy

snowfall made it difficult for snowboarders to see, but the
powder was a welcome relief from previous icy conditions.

Mountaintop culture
attracts ’one-plankers1
I v Jeremiah ()shan
tdt1

Writer

Venture off the groomed path at
any given snow-covered mountain
and you’re likely to find young snowhoarders flying through the powder.
Due to lack of initial acceptance by
ski resorts (most didn’t allow snowboarders until the mid -’80s) anyone
wanting to snowboard was forced to
do so on their own, usually in
ungroomed areas without the assistance of chairlifts.
Finding "virgin" snow has become
a definitive part of the snowboarding
culture at resorts because of the
seclusion it brings.
Snowboarders seem to have found
their niche in the "out of bounds"
areas of resorts. This has also been
instrumental in their branding as
rebels.
"Snowboarders seem to like. to be
Carlo Teano, 26, of Fremont pulls off a huge air at Alpine Meadows.
Alpine Meadows was the last ski resort to allow snowboarding in the in the trees more," said Trayce Shires,
an ex-ski patrol member at Shirley
Tahoe area.
Meadows. "When they don’t have. ;t

park they like to build their own
jumps where they won’t get harra ssed ."
Snowboarders also like the feeling
of going where others have not.
"I would much rather hike around
a little bit to find some untouched
powder (ungroomed snow ) than get
right off the lift and go straight down
the grt aimed stuff," snowboarder and
student Cameron Delano said.
With the’ advent ti rotas at
comes it whole other part of the snow boarding lifestyle..
A major part of the snowboarding
culture has more to do with the financial sit wit it that the. average snowboarder Is in. Due to increasing liftticket prices and the. cost of gear,
boarders try to save money on everything when going on their trips.
"I’ve gotten up at 4 :30 in the morning a bunch of times," snowboarder
Dan Schaar said "It’s a lot cheaper
than getting a motel room."
Some snowboarders opt fi a- their
See.

Snowboarder, page 10

A few more San Jose State
University students are walking
to school this semester but not
by choice.
Their bicycles were stolen.
So far, nine bicycles have been
reported stolen in the first three
weeks of this semester, according
Police
University
to the
Department. This is about 40
percent of all bicycles stolen last
fall.
SJSU student Dan Goodrich
had his $350 mountain bicycle
stolen in front of Clark Library.
Goodrich had locked the bicycle
with a cable lock to a bike rack

Ai
It kind of makes you wonder what the
value of society is. Someone had to of
seen it. It was stolen in broad daylight
in front of the library
Dan Goodrich
SJSU student

it kind of makes you wonder
what the value of society is,"
Goodrich said. "Someone had to
of seen it. It was stolen in broad
daylight in front of the library."

Other SJSU students are
aware of the problem.
"A friend of mine got his wheel
stolen (off of his bike)," SJSU
student Edgar Hernandez said.

"It makes me worry about my
bike I depend on my bike to get
to school "
ITPD Sgt
livrnandez
said there is a pattern m the.
recent bicycle. thefts because
seven of the nine incidents have’
been reported it or near the
Event Center
Sgt Hernandez said it is possible, judging from cases in the.
past, that one or two people’
could possibly be stealing the
bicycle’s.
UPI) has increased the mini
ber of officers patrolling the.
Event Center because. of the. cur
rent thefts, Sgt Hernandez said.
In general, most stolen bikes
Sf’f’ Bicycles, page 10

-Daily ReminderFriday
is the last day to add
classes and to sign up for
the installment
payment plan.

Correction

Stolen bikes make for unhappy students
ByJolut Meyer
Senior Staff Writer

Management Department. "He is making this
region aware of its role in the global market."
AN an expert on Silicon Valley start-up companies, Stross has drawn upon his stores of knowledge
to write articles for Fortune magazine, US News
and World Report and The New Republic.
"This is the most exciting place in the world to
be," Stross said. "Technology is the single most
important element of economic change and the
technology is right here."
Strews is currently working on a book about
Hewlett-Packard. He has also authored six books
including "The Microsoft Way: The Real Story of
How the Company Outsmarts its Competition" and
"Steve Jobs and the’ NeXT Big Thing."
The award came as welcome surprise to Stross,
who returned after a semester off due to back
surgery. According to Stross, the surgery was a
result often accident "involving a computer monitor,
a car trunk and a bad back."
Stross, a faculty member since 1986, teaches
international business and a business and society
class at the. graduate. and undergraduate level. He
is considering teaching an MBA class on the role of
the. personal computer.
A Feb. 17 reception at 4 p.m. in the Student
Union Barrett Ballroom is planned for Stross, who
will give’ a presentation entitled, "Fortune-Telling:
How a Historian in 2050 Might View Silicon Valley
in the. 1990s."

Dead Woman Walking
SJSU students ponder Karla Faye Tucker’s
death by lethal injection Tuesday
Do you think "finding
God" should exempt
someone from execution?

Do you think being a
woman should exempt
someone from execution?

12%

4%

no Nog

yes

The Spartan Daily mislabeled the pie chart that ran in Wednesday’s
issue The correct pie chart appears above. We apologize for any confusion.

Bilingual education
in jeopardy; bad
politics in schools
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long as Pete
A;Wilson has been
1alifornia’s governor my daily dose of
moral outrage has yet to
be neglected.
Wilson and his supporters have made it
possible for blatant and
immigrant extreme
bashing to be not only
permissible, but commonplace on our ballots.
Of course, the racism is
disguised as civil rights
rationale.
Most recently on the campaign against
immigrants, primarily Mexicans, is the
-English tiir the Children" initiative. It was
created by Ron Unz, a former republican
gubernatorial ciind idate, beat out by Wilson in
199,1 Unz inaccurately suggests that bilingual education is ineffective, and his measure
would eliminate it, requiring an English-only
methodology in schools.
The measure would pull the 1,300,000 nonEnglish speaking students out of their native
language classrooms and put them in mainstream English classes. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, native Spanish speakers
account for inure than one million of those
st m.ents, ;ind that number is expected to rise
lit TA, percent of the total student enrollment
by 21105 This measure effectively targets
immigrants from Mexico who, according to
INS data, represent the largest number of
recent immigrants, more than a million (legally , since 1990.
Proposition 18’7, which limits access to education, healthcare and jobs, has effectively
ruined the lives of adults from Mexico. They
must carry papers with them to keep the Nazi
off their
brigade - I mean INS officials
hacks. Now Unz is giving us the opportunity
to ravage their children.
Bilingiull education is designed so that
chi hinn will learn English at a suitable pace.
Critics of tins measure, like the National
Association for Bilingual Education, have
cited proof that in order to compete academically and ultimately become proficient in
English, non-English speakers must first be
taught the essentials in their native language.
Ma doesn’t care for such evidence. He
would prefer that these children be thrown
into classrooms where the English-speaking
kids will have an immediate advantage.
In a Sacramento Bee article this month
Unz was quoted as saying, "The reason past
generations of immigrants succeeded in our
society, and the reason they were a positive
force, is bee/ Oise of the traditional American
emphasis on assimilation ism. And I think
that’s the din.ct ion v, e have to return."
Forget about multiculturalism or ethnic
pride. 17nz wants Mexicans to be as white as
possible.
Margaret Bethrl us a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Internships less than perfect experiences
omeone pointed out to me recently
i’tfithat to get the internship I really
L.Iwant, I might need to go an extra
mile.
This comes to mind as I read a letter
I received on Tuesday, telling me that
the deadline to apply for an internship
in Washington, D.C. is coming up.
I would love to do an internship in
the nation’s capitol but after hearing
about the internship of Monica
Lewinsky, I have a question.
Since when the hell did the extra
mile include oral sex?
The reason I ask is it seems that
without powerful connections or relatives in high places, the only way I’m going to get
a worthwhile internship is by prostituting myself
to the lowest bidder.
Otherwise, I’ll be stuck in an internship where
my chief responsibility will be getting the boss’ coffee and shining the boss’ shoes.
I have no idea if anything I’ve heard about
Lewinsky’s alleged sexual relationships is true.
I’m inclined to believe that it’s not, that
Kenneth Starr is on a Republican-sponsored witch
hunt and will use any dirt he can dig up (or make
up) to bring down the president.
However, I do believe that this latest of
Washington scandals brings to light a useless and
archaic way of giving college students experience.
Okay, for all you cynics, interns are getting
experienced but not in their fields of study.
Internships, with a few exceptions, are not
always the training experience that they’re intended to be.
Sometimes they’re slave labor. Let’s face it,
there’s nothing lower on most corporate ladders
than an intern.
The very structure of internships is rigged

against the student. For many students
it’s a requirement for graduation. No
internship, no diploma. This isn’t lost on
employers, which is evident by the paycheck, or lack a that interns receive. We
need them, they don’t need us.
Sometimes they don’t even want us.
Interns, by nature, are inexperienced
and thus can be more of a liability than
anything else.
An unwilling manager forced by his
company to take an intern will more
likely produce a student experienced
only in licking stamps.
However, a great internship can also
translate into priceless experience and
to a good job, a fact not lost on the students.
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure out
that a prospective employer is going to hire the
person who interned with the President of the
United States over the person who interned with
the President of the Hair Club for Men.
A friend of mine credits her success in landing a
good job out of SJSU to an internship she served
with an advertising agency. The downside to this
was that the internship didn’t count for college
credit because the job didn’t pay, a nonsensical
requirement imposed on her by the department.
Great internships are not common. Universities
need to find an alternative way of training their
students than by handing them over to the corporate slave traders. It might make a qualified intern
a valuable commodity.
If universities don’t, the bad taste in your
mouth isn’t going to be the result of a boring
internship.
Scott Shuey is the Spartan Daily managing editor
His column appears every Thursday.

secIhate the business Jose
tion of the San
Mercury News.
It always comes out
with well-written stories
on how companies have
merged and how new
computer chips will revolutionize the information
age.
The Tuesday business
section’s top story was on
how European and Asian
computer companies were
collaborating on building
smaller, more powerful
semiconductors.
Does anyone know what a semiconductor is?
I tried to find out in the story, but I got confused
when the author started talking about wafers
and i300is.
When I realized that I could have spent that
time looking at myself at the mirror, I was really miffed.
It wasn’t that I was afraid that I didn’t look
good, it was the fact that with all of the new
technology coming out, my inevitable move to
the information age was starting to hit me in the
face.
With all the mergers being reported, such as
the Intel Corp. and Chips & Technologies in the
Mercury’s Tech Ticker, the nightmare of distance
learning and picking up on women at home
might become a reality.
Instead of sweet-talking to her in a deep
voice, I would send an e-mail that said, "Hey,
check out my new pre-competitive technology on
my brand new EUV research chip."
However, sending the e-mail would be a problem. When I tried to send this opinion piece
through e-mail I didn’t know whether to put
http://www.com or SDAILWijmc.sjs you are a
I’m doomed. A woman I was talking to asked
me how the conglomerate efforts such as CETI
and Cornerstones would affect the underlying
market of technology fused with education.
Standing there with my mouth wide open,
searching for a reply I said, "So, do you think my
shoes match my shirt?"
It was then I realized in order to survive in a
growing technology age, I would have to learn a
whole new lingo and style.
My personal ad on the Internet would look
like this: "Hi, I’m a tall, dark, synchronized information PC user with a big 5.2 gigabyte hard
drive. I’m looking for a VLSI power-based
modem user who is interested in exploring the
Internet."
Even the old trick of making people laugh will
be gone. Humor in the information age will consist of "Hey, what did the http://www. thincrossdemo.com site say to the Sematech photolithography semiconductor MMX chip?"
I don’t know the punch line, but I definitely
know who the joke is on.
Me.
Jon Perez is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

’W policy unfairly punishes SJSU students
withdrawal policy implemented
The
this year at San Jose State
Cniversity can be boiled down to
two words, red tape.
The policy bars students who attempt to
retake a class for a better grade or to
replace .1 withdrawal on their record from
registering for that class through touch
tone.
The only option open to a student who
has taken a ’W in a class is to show up for
class the first day and petition for an add
cod(
This policy was an administrative decision Obviously.
Students would never vote to make the
registering process any more difficult than
it has to be.
While we understand the intent behind
the new policy, we think it will cause
increased and unwarranted confusion.
"I am worried about those students who

Technology crimps
romantic overture;
lingo not the same

EDITORIM-71
have legitimate reasons to drop that might
not because they are worried about not getting the class next semester," said Cynthia
Margolin, the associate dean of curriculum.
Ditto.
Life means upsets, problems and, yes,
even students that bite off more than they
can chew.
Taking a V’ is a safety net for many students.
We would be hard pressed to find many
students who had never dropped a class for
the mother lode of
one reason or another
them legitimate.
It seems like this policy is punishing the
majority in a quest to cure the minority of
"drop-itis."

The administrative decision, though only
implemented this year, was passed three
years ago because there was not enough
room in classes for students.
This is precisely what worries us.
If there is not enough room in a class,
how can a student add the first day?
Does this prevent students from adding?
From going to required classes? From graduating?
Sacrificing a GPA or, gasp, a graduation
date because of a ‘W’ seems excessive, to say
the least.
Students being the ones affected by the
lack of space supposedly caused by "droppers," it seems as if this proposal should
have been posed to the student body.
Editorials are the consensus of the

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue or
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may
be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address, phone number,
signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax
to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to
the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism
and Maw Communications or SJSU.

Spartan Daily editorial hoard.
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"Nov son,
get this straight, you wrecked
the ear, your girlfriend Is pregnant,
and you’re failing geometry. Well, good luck
son,

you’re man now"
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Today
Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority recruitment at Chuck
E. Cheese at 6:45 p.m. Meet at
AOH, 373 E. San Fernando St. For
more information, call Sandi Smith
at (408) 295-4069.

Saturday
Premedical Club
First meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall, Room 345. Speaker
from L.A. College of Chiropratic
and free food. For more information, call Pedram at (408) 322-5765.

A.S. Election Board
Last chance to sign up to run for
A.S. government. Candidate orientation from 4 - 5 p.m. in the
Student Union A.S. Council
Chambers. For more information,
call Alicia Restivo at 14081 9245955.

Public Relations Student
Society of America
Bowling for PR, first meet of the
year at 6 p.m. in the Student Union
Bowling Alley. For more information, call Bruce Roseman at (408)
430-0100 or (408) 462-9507.

Beethoven Center
Sale of books on music and
dance, classical music scores and
LP recordings in Wahlquist Library
North, Room 318, 1 - 5 p.m. For
more information, call (408) 9244590.

School of Art and Design
Thompson Gallery: Amazing
Collections, The Impulse to Collect.
Through February 20, Tuesday
through Friday from 11 a.m. - 4
p.m. and Tuesdays from 6 - 8 p.m.
For more information, call Brendan
Liston at (408) 924-4330.

Bhakti Yoga Association
Meeting "In Search of
Intelligent Life" from 11:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Almaden Room. For more information, call Braja at (408) 288-6360.
Child Development Club
Second meeting at 4:30 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 100. All CD
majors and minors ae welcome. For
more information, call Kelly at
(408) 924-3728.
Chi Pi Sigma (Co-ed Law
Enforcement Fraternity)
Rush table on 5th floor of
MacQuarrie Hall, 9 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.
For more information, call Pete
Wagner at (4081 998-8433.
Church of Scientology
Lecture on the use of emotional
tone scale at 41(1 Cambridge Ave.,
Ste. C, Palo Alto, 7:30 p.m. For
more information, call Joe
Feshback at (650) 853-0602.
Delta Sigma Pi
Professional event: resume writing and interview skills, 5:15 p.m.
in the Student Unions Council
Chambers. For more information,
visit www.cob.sjsu.edu/dsp.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance
Discussion: Should Brad Pitt
come out of the closet? 3:30 - 5 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Pacheco
Room. For more information, call
Kevin Johnson a (4(18) 924-1576.
Gamma Zeta Alpha
Information table in front of the
Student Union, 9 a.m. 2 p.m. For
more information, call Abelino
Anaya at (408) 297-1796.
L.D.S. Students Association
Dr. David Loertscher will speak
about the rescue of the
Donner/Reed party at 12:30 p.m. at
the San Jose Institute, 66 S.
Seventh St For more information,
calli4(18) 286-3313.
Le Cercle Francais
The French Club presents La
Ceremonie, the best of French suspense, at 6:30 p.m. in Sweeney
Hall, Room 100. For more information, call Jean -Luc DeSalvo at (408)

The Listening Hour
Dr. Laurel Brettell and John
David Thomsen will perform Bach
and Stravinsky solos frorr 12:30 1:15 p.m. in the Music Building
Concert Hall. For more information, call (408) 924-4631.

Friday
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Findings from the Ancient Bible
from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Esther
Mar at (408) 298-4693.
Chinese Mandarin Bible
Fellowship
Guest speaker at 1:30 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Costanoan
room. For more information, call
(408) 298-3249.
Church of Scientology
Life orientation film at 7:30
p.m. at 80 E Rosemary Street, San
Jose. For more information, call
Eileen at 14051 441-6661.
Delta Sigma Pi
Pizza night at 7 pm. at Round
Table Pizza, 2615 The Alameda. For
more information, visit
www cob sjsu.eduhisp.
India Students Association
Semester activities at 12-30 p.m
in the Student Union’s Council
Chambers For more information,
call Rakesh at (408) 860-7748.
5.181.) Sailing Team
Sailing practice from 1 p.m. to
sunset at Lake Cunningham on
Tully Road in San Jose.
Theatre Arts
Free special presentation of
"The Box" and showcase of the
Irene Ryan nominees performance
pieces at 1230 p.m. in the
University Theatre. For more information, call Mary Gibboney at
(408) 924 4551.
Toxic’ Investigative Group and
Epidemiology Research
Toxics in the Hood Workshop
from 3 5 P m in the Student
Union’s Council Chambers. For
more information, call Dennis
English at (408) 924-7932.

Sikh Students Association
Nach Da Punjab Intercollegiate Bhangra
Competition at 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium. For more information, call Lakhvir Bhella at
(408) 219-3471.

Sunday
SJSU Budo Taijutsu Club
Martial arts training every
Sunday except holidays from 1 230 p.m. For more information,
call Garth at (408) 297-7646.

Monday
AIESEC
What’s AIESEC? All majors welcome a 7 p.m. in Sweeney Hall 434.
For more information, call (408)
288-9515.
Beta Alpha Psi (Honorary
Accounting Fraternity)
Pledge orientation, meet officers
and members at 11:30 a.m, in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Deborah
Brooks at (408) 260-0424.

Pie -faced Gates

Surreal Farrah

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - Bill Gates got a
faceful of cream pie Wednesday as he arrived for
a meeting with business and government leaders.
Three pranksters lobbed pies at the Microsoft
chairman, but only one made a direct hit.
With cream dripping ,tnto the shoulders of his
dark business suit and covering the lenses of his
glasses, Gates was led into a side room to clean
up. He emerged looking somewhat embarrassed.
Police arrested two people and were looking
for a third. They didn’t identity them.
"We regret the incident, but will not press
charges," said a spokesman for the Belgian office
of Microsoft.
Noel Godin, a Belgian prankster who has targeted celebrities in the past, later took responsibility on Belgian TV.
"This was a victory for us. We will continue to
send our burlesque statements," he said.
Godin’s past targets include French filmmaker
Jean-Luc Godard.

NEW YORK (AP) - Farrah Fawcett says 1997
was like living in a Dali painting.
"My foundation was tested," she said in the
March issue of Details magazine. "I was off balance, confused. It was very difficult. And how
about going through it publicly?"
Last year, Fawcett separated from longtime
lover Ryan O’Neal, was accused of stealing
$72,000 worth of clothes from actress Kristen
Amber and did a Playboy spread in which she
paints with her body.
And there was her befuddled appearance on
"Letterman."
"I really don’t know why they think I’m crazy,"
she told Details. "I like to be kooky. Fun. But
cuckoo house? Well, that’s not good."

PALMA DE MALLORCA, Spain (AP) Shooting of a TV movie about Princess Diana’s
this
year began Wednesday on
last
Mediterranean island.
"The People’s Princess - A Tribute" ends with
the Mercedes carrying Diana and boyfriend Dodi
PORTLAND, Ore. (API - The former Jeff Fayed entering the Paris underpass where the
Gillooly says he has found God and is sorry for couple died in a crash last August.
the Nancy Kerrigan knee-bashing.
"The focus will be the romance between Diana
"I made a terrible mistake," Tonya Harding’s and Dodi as well as her anti-mine campaigns in
ex-husband told "Inside Edition" in an interview Bosnia and Angola and her relationship with her
scheduled to air on Thursday.
boys," said Ruth Settle, spokeswoman for Mirror
Gillooly, who changed his name to Jeff Stone, Television, which is financing the project.
said an acquaintance came up with the idea of
British actress Amy Seccombe takes on her
bashing Harding’s rival in the knee.
first major film role in the part of Diana. George
But he said he and Harding went along with Jackos plays Fayed.
the scheme.
Harding denies knowing about it until after it
happened.
Stone, 30, has two children with his new wife.
They run a tanning salon.
NEW YORK (API - There will be no ski
"In my opinion, Tonya Harding is a sick slopes, no Olympic flame, no Nagano for Dan
woman. She continues to live the life that I lived Rather.
with her. I feel sorry for Tonya Haeding," Stone
For weeks, the CBS anchorman had been
said.
giddy about going to his first Olympics. But the
Harding will have her say Thursday in an network decided to keep him home because of the
interview on Fox.
prospect of war in Iraq and the sex allegations
Stone spent seven months in a prison boot against President Clinton.
camp for helping plan the knee-whacking.
"I was really up about it, and I’m very disapHarding pleaded guilty to hindering prosecu- pointed," Rather said in Tuesday’s New York
tion and got probation. She was also banned for Times. "But I understand and have no argument
life from amateur competition.
with the call whatsoever."

Gillooly Goofed

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily mass from 12:05 -12:35
p.m at the John XXIII Center
(across from &NU Theatre). For
more information, call Ginny at
(408) 938-1610.
Premedical Club
First meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall, Room 345. Speaker
from I.A. College of (’hiropratic
and free food For more information, call Pedram at (408) 322-5765

He’d ’Rather’ go to Nagano

Chi Pi Sigma (Co-ed Law
Enforcement Fraternity)
Open house to meet the members from 11 a m - 5 p.m at 230 S.
Tenth Street For more information, call 1408i 998-8433
Lamhda Sigma Gamma
(Multicultural Sorority)
Valentine candy sale from 9 a.m.
2 p m in the Student Union. For
more information, call Erica Angulo
at i408i 297,1948
National Conference of
Christians and Jews, the
Institute for Social
Responsibility and the
Comparative Religions Studies
Program
"Inter -religious Cooperation.
Obstacles and Opportunities" from
12 30 4.3)) pm in the Student
Union’s Umunhum Room For more
information, call Chris Jochim at
c4081924 1365, or Nancie Fimbol
at 14081 924 3512

Crime Watch

rc
THE SPARTAN DAILY

Feb. 2
Report taken at Clark
Library for annoying/harassing phone calls.
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tampercomputer at

Duncan Hall
’Report taken for the theft
of a parking permit at the
South Garage.
Feb. 3
’Thirty-four year old male
arrested on suspicion of
drunk in public at the Event
Center.

spring breik fever
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San Jose, Costa Rica $473
Paris $398 New York $246
Bangkok $5’i 5 Hong Kong $575
Miami $355
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*Report of the theft of a
book from the Student Union
bookstore.

Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge fri students. faculty and staff The
deadline for entries is noon. three days
before desired pa/german; elate Entry
forms are available in the Spartan
Daily Office

Eag Donor MelKitd

Generous Compensation.
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*Report of a wallet theft at
the Event Center.

Pi Sigma Alpha (National
Political Science Honor
Society)
General meeting at 12 30 p m
in the Political Science Department
office, FIT 450 For more information, call Marina at (408(924 5570

Governments can err, presidents do make mistakes, but the immortal Dante tells
us that divine justice weighs the sins of the cold-blooded and the sins of the warmhearted in different scales. Better the occasional faults of a government that lives in
the spirit of charity than the consistent omissions of a government frozen in the ice
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
of its own indifference.

Tall brunette wants to be a
mom more than anything. 11
you are 21-28, healthy,
intelligent and responsible,
please donate eggs for me.
Call Stephanie 0 FFC
(800) 939-OVUM and
mention "Sue."

REALITY CHECK fi

Feb. 1
A 23 -year old male was
cited and released for battery
at Washburn Hall.

Quotefor the day
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by Dave Whamond

WANTED:
PHOTOGRAPHERS
WRITERS
ILLUSTRATORS!
We are looking for talented
writers, photographers and
artists to contribute to the
Fall 1998 issue of Access
magazine...
Writers: Please submit your queries to DBH #213
for consideration.
Photographers and Illustrators: Submit your
portfolio to DBH #213 for consideration.

(415) 566-62221

Please include your name, number and best times when
you can be reached with your entries.

(408) 295-8886a

For more information, call 924-3260

A 919 Irving St., #10?

San Francisco
194 University Avenue,
Palo Alto
--2,’

sseV*NesoiCii2.-li
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’Expectations’ leaves you wanting more UP &
Coming
By Suzanne Ferrante
Staff NX’nter

"Great Expectations" is a
dynamic movie merging the ups
and downs of love and the possibilities of fate with a comic edge.
However, the movie does have a
tendency for some cheesy
romantic lines.
Alfonso
Director
Cuardn, who also
directed the critically
acclaimed "A Little
Princess," is successful in creating dazzling visuals. The movie
goes from the scenic gulf of
Florida to the vibrant greenery
of Central Park in New York
while following the love affair
between Gwenyth Paltrow and
Ethan Hawke.
This is a loosely based adaptation of Charles Dickens classic
novel which stars Hawke as an
underprivileged Florida boy who
crosses paths with beautiful
snob Estella ( Paltrow ), her
wealthy aunt with a few loose
screws played by Anne Bancroft
and escaped convict/benefactor
Robert De Niro.
Screenwriter Mitch Glazer
was careful not to aim for a literal remake of Dickens’ novel, so
he altered the names of the characters and gave them modern
equivalents. He claims there’s no
equivalent for "Estella," but did
change Dickens’ "Pip" to "Finn"

t Hawke), "Magwitch" to "Lustig"
(De Niro) and "Miss Havisham"
to "Ms. Dinsmoor" (Bancroft).
Finn should have listened to
Ms. Dinsmoor when she said,
"She’ll only break your heart; it’s
a fact. And even though I warn
you, even though I guarantee
you that the girl will only hurt
you terribly, you’ll still pursue
her. Ain’t love grand?"
These lines spoken
by Bancroft to Hawke
are the premise for
contemporary
this
update of "Great Expectations."
Ms. Dinsmoor lost her mind
thirty years earlier after her
fiance left her standing at the
altar. She takes our her revenge
for having her heart broken by
pairing up Estella and Finn, a
match doomed to failure.
De Niro is excellent as the
escaped prisoner who young
Finn helps out. Lustig later
returns the favor by becoming
Finn’s secret benefactor.
His performance was a great
addition to the ensemble and, as
always, De Niro steals the show
(although he is getting a little
old).
"Great Expectations" is wonderful to look at. Although it’s
rated R, it doesn’t have tin many
sex scenes. It would seem too
commercial if there was too
much romance.
Of the other well -made contemporary updates of other clas-

Your guide to
movies, concerts and
events for the coming
week. Enjoy.
Elton
Friday, Feb. 6
John takes a break from his
busy schedule of appearing in
the Spice Girls’ movie and
lamenting the death of
a conPrincess Di to have
cert at the Arena. Bring your
sequined hockey stick and
maybe hell sign it for you.
Finally,
Friday, Feb. 6
you can enjoy Crack at the
Cactus Club without being
busted by your friendly neighborhood S.J.P.D officer. Tell
the bouncer at the door that
we sent you and get nothing
off your ticket price.
_
6
Feb.
Friday,
"Replacement Killers" opens
nationwide. Starring Chow
Yun-Fat, the John Wayne of
Hong Kong, and Mira Sorvino
this movie promises to make
you want to go on a shooting
spree. Rated "R" for non-stop,
clip-emptying, chest-exploding action.

Photo courte.;y of Twentieth Century Fox

Gwenyth Paltrow and Ethan Hawke’s great expectations for their love never materialize in this loose
adaptation of Charles Dickens’ classic novel. "Great Expectations" opened nationwide Friday.
sic novels, such as Jane Austin’s
"Emma"
("Clueless")
and
"William Shakespeare’s Romeo
and Juliet," "Great Expectations"
falls in between.
"Let desire be your destiny" is
the catch phrase of "Great

’Deep Rising’ sinks

Expectations," but when Hawke
does that, he ends up getting his
heart broken.
Back in Florida when Finn
was a boy, Ms. Dinsmoor put his
hand on her chest and asked
what he felt.

"Your boob," he says.
She corrected him and told
him that her heart was broken.
Sadly Finn experiences the
same pain as she did.

Friday, Feb. 6 Despite
John Belushi being as dead as
Monica Lewinsky’s reputation, "Blues Brothers 2000"
opens nationwide with John
Goodman as an acceptable
Hopefully,
replacement.
Goodman won’t die of a heroin overdose within the next
few years and Dan Ackroyd
won’t look as old as he is.

’Replacement Killers’ shoot
holes in traditional action
three sliding/diving shots, one
reloaded gun (the rest he throws
away), fast action and beautifully choreographed face-offs.
As far as the plot goes, nothThe American public will
receive quite a treat when Chow ing special or extraordinary goes
Yun-Fat makes his stateside on, but it is solid.
The story has John Lee (Fat)
debut in the John Woo produced
action flick, "The Replacement as a sunglass-wearing assassin
who works for Mr. Wei against
Killers."
Chow Yun-Fat, who has only his will. When Wei asks him to
do a heinous job out of
been
speaking
551115
5515F,
revenge for his dead
English for a year and
son, Lee refuses and
a half and is a veteris on the run.
an of over 70 ChineseHe meets up with Meg
language films, is the perfect fit
as assassin John Lee. Co-star- Colburn (Sorvino) and asks her
ring as his reluctant sidekick is to forge some documents for him
Academy Award winner Mira so that he can get to China. Mr.
Sorvino, who does a superb job Wei gets wind of the transaction
and his thugs are sent over to
as a gun -toting forger.
This film is perfect for anyone kill them both, forcing them to
who loves action, but has grown reluctantly team up in order to
tired
of the
Stallone, survive.
The rest of the movie goes on
Schwartznegger, big explosion
stuff.
like this, but what sets it apart is
The film is chock-full of origi- the action sequences.
Sorvino is surprisingly connal camera angles, settings, and
gun fights, most of which seem vincing as an action heroine and
very John Woo influenced and both are spared the cheesy oneit’s not surprising to find that he liners that so many action flicks
are built upon.
is the executive producer.
For anyone who has followed
Although the movie is directWoo and Fat’s work in movies ed by Antoine Fuqua, who
like "The Killer" and "Hard directed commercials as well as
Boiled," this film does not disap- Coolio’s "Gangsta’s Paradise"
music video, this movie has John
point.
While the body count is not Woo written all over it.
For any fan of action movies,
quite as high as some of Woo’s
past work, by a personal tally, this is a must see. I do not sugFat’s character still chalks up gest taking the young kids, but
over 30 kills, including at least both sexes can definitely enjoy
seven in the first scene.
this one. Those who enjoyed
Also appearing throughout John Woo’s previous film, "Face
the movie are moves that Woo Off," will surely enjoy this relahas made his signature like tively short, 88 minute movie.
By Jeremiah Oshan
Staff Writyr

Saturday, Feb. 7 The
very last night you can catch
porn-starlet Lisa Lipps at the
Kit Kat Club in Sunnyvale.
Boasting an 80-inch bust,
Miss Lipps will undoubtedly
give you a huge choice as to
where to stick your dollar
bills, as well as reaffirm your
faith in plastic surgery.
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Famke Janssen and Treat Williams are forced to sink, swim or kick ass in "Deep Rising."
By Mindy Leigh Geiser
Staff Vcruter

"Alien" meets "Titanic"
would be the perfect way to
describe the new movie "Deep
Rising."
This movie starts out with a
plot, but seems to lose the story
line along the way.
Somewhere in the middle of
the South China Sea, a group
of gun -happy thieves plan to
hijack a cruise ship. When they
arrive, they find the ship completely empty. Some kind of
mutated sea monster has beaten them to it.
That is when the story line
disintegrates.
The remainder of the movie
consists of a bloody race
between getting off the sinking
ship and an attempt to escape
the tentacles of a slimy, oversized, people-eating mutant.
Fairly entertaining, but a bit
too gruesome.
This movie has a no-name
cast, unless you count actress
Famke Janssen who starred
opposite Pierce Brosnan’s 007
in "Goldeneye." She plays
Trillian, a clever jewel thief
who gets tangled up in the

Blood-thirsty sea creatures are on the hunt and all Famke Janssen,
Kevin J. O’Connor, Treat Wiiliams and Wes Studi can do is watch.
fight for survival and
There was some diadoes a pretty good job of
logue worth laughing at
kicking some sea monster
and after seeing this
ass.
Moyle, it is hard to forget
One well -deserving scene of what it might be like to be
modern-day movie making was eaten alive.
when they made the female
If your expecting to come out
character a hero by giving her of this movie a little scared, you
a semi -automatic and turning may COMP out sick to your
stomach instead.
her loose.
Though it’s hardly an award
Although there were a few
winner or an award nominee funny parts, it’s not worth
for that matter, the movie is waiting in line for. Not that
not a complete failure.
there would be a line to wait in.

CPR
can keep
love alive
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Worth renting
Wol th stealing
(just don’t get caught)
Save your money, Stay
home and do your taxes

CINEBAR
A MumaNG pron’a bar!

Where Fraternities &
Sororitteis Meet!
; I
No drugs.Ot Fighting!
(19!:
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BOOGIE MIDNIGHTS FRI-SAT 2M-7 12 AM

Worth a $7.50 ticket.

Tuesday, Feb. 10 Our
very own San Jose State
Event Center will host SnoCore, whatever that means.
Featuring Primus, Blink 182,
The Aquabats and what’s left
of Sublime, otherwise known
as the Long Beach Dub Allstars. Bring your chain wallet
or you’re not cool.
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Sunday, Feb. 8 Huge
sausage festival occurring at
T’s Cabaret in San Jose as it
offers up an all male strip
review. Advertised as the
"most pulsating male review
ever," expect to experience
lots of B.O. and coconut oil.
Maybe you’ll even get to see a
glimpse of the legendary bald,
one-eyed crack mole.

Nutrition On Fhe Go!
CAMERA 3

THE APOSTLE
041

Saturday, Feb. 7 Busta
Rhymes comes back for an
encore
performance
at
Maritime Hall
in San
Francisco to prove that he has
rhymes galore. Tickets are
only $12 for all you economics
majors.
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Chan takes on Cinequest
By Leah Bower
’,Litt Writer
A standing ovation greeted action star
Jackie Chan as he entered the United
Artists Pavilion theater after a screening
of his movie "Super Cop" on Wednesday.
Seven hundred fans showed up to
watch Chan receive the Maverick Spirit
Award from the Cinequest film festival in
honor of his career as an actor and director. Chan is known for designing and performing his own action stunts.
"Jackie Chan has been very successful
in general. He’s been popular as an independent filmmaker as well as an actor,"
Cinequest’s Publicity Director Jens
Hussie said. "Even major stars like
Jackie fall into the category of a maverick."
Chan emphasized that the most
important part of making movies was not
the acting or directing, but the fans.
"I want people in the theater to laugh
and go ’ha ha ha,’ " Chan said. "The only
thing I can do is make better movies for
YOU."
Chan said he woke up at 4 a.m. to start
the trip to San Jose and had to be back on
the set filming by 7 a.m. Thursday.
"I was impressed that he drove seven
hours up here to see us," said Kimi Kato,
who brought a poster in hopes that Chan
would give autographs.
Chan discussed his many injuries on
the set, clarifying that he had not broken
every bone in his body as rumored. Chan
Cr,its,n)
Sp.ortim Path
said he had been cut, burned and roughed
up while shooting until he hurt from Jackie Chan uses a gesture to explain how he completed a stunt during the filming of
head to toe, but he never swears.
"First Strike." Jackie Chan spoke in front of a sold out crowd Wednesday at the United
"Instead I always make a funny face Artists Pavilion Theater while accepting his Cinequest Maverick Spirit Award.
because I know there are a lot of children
Blue screen and computer technology
"I can think about the stunt and
watching my movies," Chan said.
"Ile is very charming and accessible," in American films have not become a part (the special effects) can help save my
Gene Ching said. "He is one of the most of Chan’s action pictures. Even if he did life," Chan said. "I want to find out
have the equipment, Chan said he didn’t what is a special effect and what is a
humble movie stars."
blue screen."
According to Chan, American action know if he could or would use it."
"American directors can make anyChan let the audience know that
movies are very different from the movies
one an action hero," Chan said. his ambitions did not stop on -screen,
he has made.
"When I look at and belted out part of the song
American movies "Ocean Dreams" on request.
now
there
is
"I tell my manager at the end of
nothing to learn. the year I will sing this song in Las
It is all blue Vegas," Chan said.
screen.
Even though he played a piano in
Blue
screen one of his movies, Ch:in said his
technology musical abilities were not all-incluinvolves filming sive.
"Do I look like I play piano’?" asked
in front of a neutral blue back- Chan, who has broken several finground. Later the gers. "Look at my fingers!"
background
Many of Chan’s skills acquired
is
replaced with a during years of filming have not been
scene that gives as much use to him in the United
the
impression States.
the actor was
"In Asia, I direct. I’m the camera
originally filmed man, I do everything on the set,"
there.
Chan said. "I even pick up the rubThe ability to bish."
create and perform
Chan has appeared in numerous
stunts without the movies over the years including his
(;(00.)/J Rost/ SP.,’ la" 1)."h accompanying dan- "Drunken
Master"
series
and
gers appealed to "Humble in the Bronx," all of which
Jackie Chan greets an admiring fan during his speech.
Chan’s sore side
were dubbed into English

A KUNG FU ACTION CLASSIC DIRECTED
BY AND STARRING THE SENSATIONAL

’ JACKIE CHAN
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Look out Jim Carrey, Robin
Williams and Tim Allen,
because comedy’s next biggest
hit might not be what everyone
expects.
Movie goers seeking independent films involving indepth sitcoms and real issues,
"Comedy
the
welcomed
Favorites" program Saturday
afternoon at Camera 3 Cinema
in downtown San Jose.
"I like films that show something out of the ordinary," 35year-old Jeff Butler said. "This
film festival bills itself as being
an alternative thing. I find alternative movies take an approach,
either in the way the film is
made or the subjects they use,
that a mainstream movie would
hold back on."
The 97-minute series included nine comedy shorts, three of
which were animated. But
whether it was a boy who lost
his dog in "Big Bucks for
Buddha" or a teen who lost a
girl’s phone number in "Change
of Luck," each series made its
point to the audience.
"Most films don’t have one
underlying theme," Maria Ellis
said. "But these short flicks all
send message. Like, ’Don’t Run
Johnny’ was a funny struggle
about a man who finds out he
has AIDS."
David Novak, producer of
"Don’t Run Johnny," said he was
happy to see a favorable
turnout, which consisted of over
60 people, who left only a few
open seats.
"I thought the crowd reaction
was good," Novak said. "It’s nice
to see a full theater on a
Saturday afternoon."
Novak said he and actor/producer/writer Tom Benson are
just getting back into the swing
of things after finishing Robert
Redfiird’s Sundance film festival
in Park City, Utah from Jan. 16
through Jan. 21. Novak said,

although they are ready to put
this piece to rest, he has enjoyed
the ride.
"Tom has been HIV positive
for 12 years," Novak said. "We
wanted to reconstruct his experiences in a comedic way. We
were a late addition to the
Cinequest but we had a really
great time."
It looked as though more
than just one producer was satisfied with the reviews.
"Anytime you hear laughter
you know you did your job," said
Jeffery Aguirre, who wrote and
produced "Puppet Show." "It
shows this festival has arrived
and people here take it seriously
and are involved. Independent
films tell people stories they
wouldn’t get any place else.
We’re trying to break new
ground."
Considering the Cinequest
film festival is now in its eighth
year, some viewers say its
arrival is better late than never,
"I have seen this festival
advertised for four years,"
Butler said. "So I finally decided
to check it out. I thought the one
about the dog was too long, but I
really enjoyed the animated
ones the best. They were clever
and genuinely thought out."
While the cartoons left the
audience in stitches they may
not have addressed such realistic issues as "Daisy Feldman’s
New York," which was written
and directed by Amy Veltman
about a young girl’s encounter
with some of life’s unpleasant
obstacles.
"I wanted to entertain people
first and foremost," said
Veltman, who wrote, directed,
produced and starred in the feature. "It was a funny way to use
her phobias as a metaphor for
people’s fear of growing up."
The Cinequest alternative
film festival, which has dozens
of other independent films and
comedies, began Jan. 29 and ran
through Feb. 4. at the United
Artists Pavilion Theater in
downtown San Jose.

"NELCOklE TO THE DOLLHOUSE’S" BRENDAN SEXTON III
Winner 1997 Sundance Film Festival
Directing Award
Ikvgar J

Cinematograph, Award
Enr.que (Medial.

Audience Award
0,anafic Categor.,
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Alternative comedic shorts
showcase real -life issues

know life no limit;

LIVE MUSIC
February 6 - Jules Broussard
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GUESS? IS PROUD
OF ITS
LABOR RECORD
GUESS? Supports Workers’ Rights
GUESS? GUARANTEES ITS INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTORS ARE 100% SWEATSHOP-FREE
AND IN FULL COMPLIANCE WITH THE FAIR
LABOR STANDARDS LAWS.
Five years ago, GUESS’? Jeans, a Los Angeles-based manufacturer,
initiated the very first voluntary monitoring program of apparel
contractors in the United States with the U.S. Department of Labor.
This monitoring program guarantees that all workers in the apparel
industry working on GUESS’? garments are paid proper wages and
overtime in compliance with federal and state labor laws.

Manufacturers’
voluntary
monitoring
programs work!!
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Two Sharks going for gold in Japan
Ragnarsson, Sturm
represent Sweden,
Germany at Nagano
By Anthony Perez and Asa Bezel’
Staff Writer

The San Jose Sharks will send two of their key
players to Nagano, Japan, to compete in the 1998
Winter Olympics.
Marcus Ragnarsson of Sweden and Germany’s
Marco Sturm will represent their respective countries
in the battle for the hockey gold.
"A lot of people back home have high expectations
for Sweden," Ragnarsson said.
When Sweden defeated Canada in the dramatic
shootout of the final in the 1994 Olympics,
Ragnarsson watched the game from the couch. This
time he is looking forward to being part of the action.
Ragnarsson signed his National Hockey League
contract with the Sharks in August 1995, after being
drafted in 1992. During his first season with San Jose
he scored the most points for all rookie defensemen,
and finished tied for seventh in overall rookie scoring.
"I had a lot of points the first year," he said, "Now
I’ve become a more complete player."
Ragnarsson thinks Canada and the United States
will be the tonshest opponents in the Olympics, but he
has great confidence in his team. He believes the larger ice surface of Olympic rinks will suit the European
style of hockey better than the type in North America.
Olympic rinks are 15 feet wider than the 85x 200 foot
North American rinks.
"(Ragnarsson) has played in these kind of situations before," said Shark coach Darryl Sutter. "There’s
not much I can tell him as far as advice because I’ve
never been part of international competition."
European rinks have allowed European players to
develop a faster and more technical style of hockey
than the physical style of the North Americans.
"I played in the World Cup last year, and in the
beginning of the tournament the Canadians were just
kind of skating around," Ragnarsson said, "So we (the
Europeans) will probably have a slight advantage, at
least until they (the North Americans) have had some
time to get used to the bigger rinks."
Ragnarsson doesn’t believe the Europeans will
have a hard time keeping up with the more physical
style of the Canadians and the Americans.
"I think that might have been the case four or five

years ago," he said, "But not anymore."
Ragnarsson and his fiancee leave for Japan on
Sunday. He will have a couple of days to practice with
his teammates before Sweden’s first game on Friday
against USA.
"I have already played with most of the guys on the
Swedish team," Ragnarsson said, adding, "I really look
forward to seeing my friends again."
Following the 17-day Olympic break in the NHL
schedule, Ragnarsson will return to play for the
Sharks. He enjoys life in the Bay Area and has no
plans on moving back to Sweden any time soon.
The NHL is excited about its players playing for
their countries in the Olympics.
"I see it as more of a benefit more than anything,"
Coach Sutter said. "They’ll be playing hockey. I’m not
too worried about them getting injured."
Sturm, the Sharks youngest player at age 19, is
currently third on the team in scoring. Drafted in the
first round as the 21st overall pick in 1996, he has
adapted well to the NHL style of hockey. So well, in
fact, that he’s in contention for the rookie of the year.
Sturm has represented his country on two other
occasions in junior hockey, but played for the first time
as a pro in the World Championships last summer.
"The Olympics are a pretty big (deal) for me,"
Sturm said. "It’s not like the European
Championships. I’m 19 now and playing in the
Olympics and I’m in the NHL. This has been unbelievable."
Unlike Sweden’s position in the Olympics,
Germany has to fight for a spot in the days leading up
to the Olympics. In last summer’s tournament,
Germany didn’t fare as well as Canada, the United
States, Sweden and Finland, who are guaranteed a
spot in the Olympics. Germany will be one of eight
teams to vie for the Olympics final two slots.
"Our chances are good, but it’s not going to be easy
for us," Sturm said. He will leave after the Sharks
final game before the Winter Break against
Vancouver.
Germany won’t have long for their original players
to mesh with players from the NHL.
"It’s going to be tough," Sturm said. "But I think
we’ll come together fast."
The current state of hockey isn’t what it used to be
in Germany. Its professional hockey league currently
has only a few Germans mixed with mostly players
from neighboring countries like the Czech Republic,
Finland and Sweden.
"Hockey back home is down," Sturm said "I hope
the German players that go to the Olympics for
Germany can turn things around."
The Sweden-USA game will be broadcast live by
CBS on Friday.at 12:45 a.m.

Gen Xers, Picabo,
clap skate and ice
brooming on the bill
Skiing

Picabo and Tomba: No more intriguing
skiers have graced the Olympics.
Picabo Street, with her effervescent enthusiasm, unshakable confidence and nasty scar
on a knee that’s barely healed, is shooting for
a triumphant comeback. Alberto Tomba, the
Italian playboy who’s among the greatest
technical skiers ever, is seeking to punctuate
his extraordinary career with a last hurrah in
the Japanese Alps.
Their quests are perfect storybook fodder for Alpine skiing, one of the glamour
events of the Nagano Games.
But while Street and Tomba will be the
Japan,
in
favorites
sentimental
Germany’s Katja Seizinger and Austria’s
Hermann Maier are more realistic picks,
based on their dominant World Cup seasons.

Snowboarding

dude.
stereotype,
the
Bag
Snowboarding is moving from Gen X to
Main Street, thanks to the Olympics.
Those gnarly knuckledraggers, whose
command of English seemingly starts and
ends with, "Sorry, dude" as they fly over
the tips of someone’s skis, are heading for

Speedskating

There’s a new sound in spec skating.
The furious, metallic clatter of the blade
seeking a toehold in the glasslike ice has
been replaced by a rhythmic beat, akin to
a freight train coming down the track.
Clap. Clap. Clap.
At the Nagano Olympics, the big story
in speedskating won’t be a star like
Bonnie Blair or Johann Olav Koss.
Instead, the spotlight will focus on a
small hinge and a couple of springs
attached to the boot of each skate.

Week 1
Editor’s Note: CBS will broadcast
128 hours of Olympic coverage. TNT
will show an additional 50 houra A
17-hour time difference from Japan
will prevent some events from being
shown live.
Friday, Feb. 6
*CBS Opening Ceremonies

7-10 p.m.

Saturday, Feb. 7
(Men’s downhill

CBS Alpine skiing

preview; Hockey (Women’s preview) 1-3
p.m.
TNT Olympic Preview

show 3-4 p.m.

CBS Alpine skiing (Men’s

downhill)

Freestyle skiing (Moguls); cross-country
skiing (Women’s 15K) 7-10 p.m.

Sunday, Feb. 8
"CBS

Luge

(men’s

singles);

Speedskating (men’s 5,000); Hockey
(women’s U.S. vs. China) noon- 3 p.m.
TNT Snowboarding (men’s giant
slalom) 4-5 p.m.
figure skating; Alpine
CBS Pairs
skiing (men’s combined) Snowboarding
(giant slalom); Cross-country skiing
( men’s 30K) 8- 11 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 9
"TNT Snowboarding (women’s giant
slalom); Biathlon (women’s 15K);
Hockey (women’s U.S. vs. Sweden); Luge
(men’s singles) 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
CBS

Alpine skiing (women’s super

G); Speedskating ( men’s 500); Luge
(men’s singles); Snowboarding; Crosscountry skiing (men’s 30K) 7 -10:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Feb. 10
TNT Luge (women); Cross-country
skiing (women’s 5K); Curling; Pairs figure skating 10 a.m - 3 p.m.
Chris Riley! Spartan Daily

Marcus Ragnarsson is one of two San Jose Sharks heading to Nagano to play in the Olympics. Ragnarsson will play for
Sweden and Marco Sturm will play for his native Germany.

Winter Olympics offer sports for everybody
the Winter Olympics in Japan.
A winter version of "Bill & Ted’s
Excellent Adventure?" Nope. Sorry, snowboarding, the world is about find out that
these athletes are able to compete and
carry on a conversation,
"Hey, my ballcap is usually backwards!" said giant slalom world champion
Sondra Van Ert said, sort of pleading the
case that the sport will remain rad even
after a serious dose of TV exposure.
But Van Ert is also one of the leading
reasons why snowboarding will likely
have its image altered. At 33, she’s
already crossed generational boundaries,
And she comes from a more traditional
background, as a racer with the U.S. Ski
Team in the 1980s.
As Bill Marolt, CEO of the US Ski and
Snowboard Association, puts it:We don’t care
how we get them on snow. We just want to get
them; they can decide which they want to do
after we get them on snow."

TV Schedule

The clap skate has not only revolutionized the long-track sport, it’s led to
months of CIA-like intrigue and transformed these games into something of a
crapshoot, where the emphasis is on the
equipment as much as the athletes.
"At the beginning of the season, I was
like, ’Geez, what is this, said Chris Witty,
America’s best hope for a gold medal. "I
had seen the year before where people
came out of nowhere and were suddenly
winning. No one knew where they stood
before the first World Cup race of the season, where they were going to finish. I
was so nervous."
The Americans, who clearly trail the
Dutch, Germans, Norwegians and
Japanese in the technological clap race,
were upset that the International
Skating Union allowed the sport’s biggest
change in more than a century as the
Olympics approached.
"I don’t think anyone in America wanted to stop this from happening," said
Gerard Kern kers, coach of the U.S. longdistance team. "We wanted it to be
delayed. There are people who are used to
skating on the traditional skate. All of a
sudden, they have to make a change to
the new skate. That’s a little bit harsh."

Curling
Thosi. people

on their
brooms and maybe having a smoke, won’t myessarily be the janitors of the 1998 Winter
Olympics.
in oniform,-k)aning

They could be Olympic curlers.
Curling, a sort of cross between shuffleboard on ice and hyperactive housekeeping, makes its Olympic debut at
Nagano. Men’s world champion Sweden
and women’s champion Canada, the only
place where the sport is huge, face
Switzerland,
Denmark,
Norway,
Germany, the United States and Britain.
And that is the coolest thing to hit curling since nylon pads replaced horse tail
bristles on the brooms used in the sport’s
frenzied sweeping.
’When people hear ’curling,’ all they think
about is the sweeping with brooms,’ said
Norwegian Dordi Nordby, a two-time women’s
world champion. ’But when they realize what
the brooms are for, they get interested.’
The game consists of two, four-member
teams sliding 42-pound pieces of granite
down a lane of ice. The stones are supposed to land on a circular target, knock
an opponent’s stone away or block the
rival team’s next shot
The sport’s name comes from the curving, or ’curling,’ path the slowly spinning
rock takes along the ice.
"It’s like playing billiards on a 40meter 138-foot) table," said Nordby, who
was second in the women’s world championship last year.
Brooms come into play when teammates frantically sweep the ice to reduce
friction in front of the round stone, which
looks like an oversized teapot because of
the handle on top.
Al’ Sports compiled this report

CBS Pairs figure
ing

(Normal

Speedskating

(men’s

individual);
500); Luge

(women); Cross-country skiing (women’s
5K) 7 -10:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 11
TNT

Alpine skiing (men’s

com-

bined): Speedskating (women’s 3,000);
Hockey (women’s U.S. vs. Finland); Luge
(women); Biathlon (men’s 20K) 10 a.m.3 p.m.
Freestyle skiing (moguls):

CBS

Alpine skiing (men’s combined), Luge
(women): Speedskating (women’s 3.000,
7- lop in

Thursday, Feb. 12
TNT

Snowboarding

halfpipe).

Hockey (women’s U.S. vs. Japan): Crosscountry skiing (men’s 10K classical,
10
women’s 10K freestyle), Curling
am -3 pm
Figure skating men’s short
CBS
program . Alpine skiing (men’s super G);
Speedskating men’s 1.500, Cross-country skiing. Snowboarding halfpipe)

7-

1)) pm
(Ts -- Hockey (men’s U S vs. Sweden)
midnight. 2 30 a m

Friday, Feb. 13
"TNT

Hockey (men’s game). Nordic

combined ski jump), Luge (doubles) 10
am.3 pm
CBS Alpine skiing (women’s downhill’, Figure skating (ice dancing compulsories(. Speedskatang (women’s 500),
Luge ’doubles) 7

10 p m
Hockey (men’s US. vs qualifier’ midnight- 230 a.m
CBS

Called home lately?
1-800-COLLECT

skating; Ski-jumphill
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Baldwin lands several ’blue chip’ prospects
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of II \ pedations will he lugh.
,ii t....int to put any extra

pressure on them."
Bahl w in cited the 1.i-1; of
compel it ion it both pract Ito and
for posit 1, I is as the biggest problem last year
"Players were coming M iind
hying gii iii tilt starting jitli,"
lialdw in said. "That is not going
It happen this year The players
iii’..xcited aknit iompetirig.The addition of two quarterbacks dot- not mean that
returning senior. Brian Vye. seihl
necessaril. be out of a
Illildt. it clear that
lialdWill
freshman .Marcus Arroyt t. who
threw for over :3,000 yards and
:is boicitiloycns in his senior season. is here for the future arid
%1/4 ill most likely red- shirt (practice. but not play in gainesi his
first seasoil.
ln searching for possible
recruits. Baldwin said that they
were simply bulking fir the best
athletes. regardless of position.
Th, fiict that Iii of the 27
recruits Will. on the oftinsiN.-e
side. %vas more chance. than by
design
The need to recruit players
from the talent -laden Bay Area
was also addressed The’
to "win in our clintinunity" %vas It
major thriving point behind this
attributed
Baldwin
tactic.
aggressive recruiting as the
main reason that this year’s

recruiting wits more successful
than in the past
realisBaldwin sit mit
tic goals that the recruiting success should help :11.TillnpliSh.
"We need to win out -of-conference games," Baldwin said.
the team was 0-3 in non-confrrence games last year. "Then wt Want to be in the race Ifur the
Western Athletic Conference) at
the end of the yl.,11*.If the team can get on the
winning track. Baldwin expects
the fan support to follow.
"We need more students at
the games," Baldwin said. "Who
cares if we’re a commuter campus, the students help pay ftir
this team anti they should hike
pride in their school. We want to
give them a reason to come our’
Ile said the goals for this
season include increasing attendance by at least 25 percent and
selling out the Silictin Kickoff
Classic.
The goals on offense and
defense remain the same.
The "Fast Break on Turf-,
which is a wide-open style of
offensive play and an attacking
defimse promise to be around
next season.
"We don’t think there is anything wrong with the system,"
Baldwin said, lust the way we
were executing it."
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Spartan Signees
PLAYER NAME
Ron Acuna
Marcus Arroyo
Sean Brewer
Chris Evans
Al Faamausili
Brian Foreman
Nick Gilliam
DeAndre Harris
Antonio Harrison
Nick Hergenreter
Jarmar Julien
Steve Kappahn
Carlos Koustas
Casey LeBlanc
Dorae Lewis
Daniel Mauga
Edgar Nava
Tim Provost
Steve Pulley
Zack Rance
Roger Ratliff
Jesse Rogers
Bobby Sabelhaus
Scott Vandygrift
Amedeo Viola
John Vorsheck
Jeff Wucinich

POS.
OLB
OB
TE
C
DT
WR
PK/P
DL
WR
OL
RB/DB
DL
DB
WR
DB
OL
DL
DL
WR
S
RB
TE
QB
OL
LB
OL
LB

WT.
215
190
240
265
270
195
170
330
175
270
195
280
180
190
168
270
290
230
190
190
185
230
235
297
240
260
235

HT.
6-4
6-2
6-4
6-2
6-1
6-1
5-9
6-1
6-2
6-4
6-0
6-2
5-10
5-10
5-8
6-3
6-2
6-6
6-0
6-0
5-9
6-3
6-6
6-5
6-0
6-4
6-2

Hometown/ Last School
San Bernardino/ San Bernardino Valley CC
Meadow Vista, Ca/ Colfax H.S.
Riverside/ Riverside City College
Hollister/ Hollister H.S.
Moreno Valley/ San Bernardino Valley CC
Concord, Ca/ Clayton Valley H.S.
Mission Viejo/ Mission Viejo H.S.
Davenport, la/ Ellsworth CC
Sacramento/ Sacramento City College
Chino Hills, Ca/ Servile H.S.
San Jose/ Oak Grove H.S.
Santa Maria, Ca/ Allan Hancock H.S.
San Francisco/ Riordan H.S.
San Jose/ Bellarmine Prep
Compton/ Cerritos H.S.
Oceanside, Ca/ Oceanside H.S.
Sun Valley, Ca/ Los Angeles Valley CC
Homeland, Ca/ Perris H.S.
Los Angeles/ Pasadena City College
San Francisco/ Sacred Heart Cathedral Prep
Oakland/ Skyline H.S.
Shasta Lake, Ca/ Shasta City College
Baltimore, Md/ West Virginia University
Anaheim/ Western H.S.
Fontana, Ca/ San Bernardino Valley CC
Laguna Hills, Ca/ Laguna Hills H.S.
Las Vegas/ Fullerton CC

Class
JR
FR
SO
FR
JR
FR
FR
JR
JR
FR
FR
JR
FR
FR
JR
FR
JR
FR
JR
FR
FR
JR
JR
FR
JR
FR
JR

San Jose ’Rage’s 71-67 over Philly Stanford beats Cal 74-72
By Jon Pere.
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Clarisse Machanguana, 33, reps down a rebound in the second quarter of the Lasers against the Rage
Wednesday night at the San Jose Event Center, The Lasers beat Philadelphia 71-67.
With Sam scoring and Smith
hold ()tithe Lasers’ runs hy com- execution.
The Rage was able to come back rebounding, the Lasers were
ing back through dominant play
lit Adrienne Giodson, ho led front the 14-point deficit by taking able to hold off a late Rage rally
itly; ’Linage if the Lasers’ quick shots that saw Goodson hit a trey and
iii playirs with 211 points. ;foil
end quistionable calls by the offi- Taj McWilliams hit an inside
bad shot selection by the Lasers
cials that included a technical on jumper that made the score 69"They have some great inch- Beck with five seconds left in the 64 at the 2:13 mark.
A key defensive rebound by
vidthil players.- Smith said ’’Shim’ sect ind quarti.r.
it e,iuhu,ii i host II.S it both inils
ti
"I didn’t mind," Beck said. "I Machanguana and a find later
ti -It like I needed it (the refi.r- on Sam ended the threat of a
the floor Rage comeback, /IS Sam hit both
Instead of holding in to dou- yes didn’t communicate
Rage guard Dawn Staley free throws pushing the- score to
ble digit leads, such as their 3220 lead with over three minutes made both technicals closing otit 71-65 with a minute led.
The Lasers 120-201 appear to
left in the second quarter. the the first half with a Laser 36-34
playoff bound, but their seedLasers took quick shots which lead
allmved the Rage to gi.t hack in
With the Ifitge inljusting lit ing has yet to be secured. Beck is
Machani.tuanit’s dominant inside looking to be seeded at either
thy gamy
play, Sam and Smith were free to fourth, fifth or sixth. The next
"Wl. need better shot selection.- Beck said, while adding drive and use their post -up game is 4 p.m. Sunday, at the.
that she is voirried about their moves.
San Jose Event (7enter,

OAKLAND API -- Arthur
Lee and Kris Weems finind their
shooting touch just in time to
rescue Stanford.
After the Cardinal went 0-for7 from 3-point range in the first
haft Lee and Weems combined
to go 6-for-6 in the second half as
No. 9 Stanford rebounded from
consecutive losses to beat
California 74-72 Wednesday
night.
"I think we played harder and
with more resolve in the second
half," Stanford coach Mike
Montgomery said. "We finally
glut some open 3s and that’s all
you can ask of this team, to give
them an opportunity to make a 3
without having to go 1 -on- 1."
Lee, who finished with 17
points, hit all flair of his 3-point
tries in the second half and
Weems made both of his.
"I think it was a case of
Stanford making the big plays
down the stretch," Cal coach Ben
Braun said. "The thing about the
game, though, is our guys played
awfully hard. Stanford is a veteran ballclub but our guys battled and battled."

HEY
YOU!!!
(Yes, YOU!)
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Martin breaks down in court testimony against PGA
the intense pain that developed
while walking the course and
carrying his iiwn clubs over :36
holes The opposing coach from
tIii’ Cniversity of Arizona sass’
his ;Igony and told hint: "Ilan,
you’ve got to take a cari.- Iii’
nh
Aft ’r telling that story,
Martin choked up and reachtd
for tissues to wipi, away tears.
mother, his brother and his
I
cried as they
’n -ter in-law

Buy any 6 inch sandwich and o
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for 49c

WOMEN WHO ARE PROUD
sd

OF THEIR HERITAGE
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YOU ARE 21-28YRS,
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE
CALL STEPHANIE§IFFC
Also Asian Donors Needed
1-800-939-6886
GENEROUS COMPENSATION
WWWWWWWWWWWWWW

SUBWAY"’

STEP #1

only painful, but dangerous. As
his lower leg bone continues to
weaken, it could break, and
might him. to be amimlitt ed.
expressing
Though
admiration for Martin, PGA
Ttitir lawyers contend allowing
him a cart would give him an
unfair advant age over other
golfers. They contend walking
ultiirs it test of stamina that adds
to the- competition and is an integral part of tournament golf.

Fired or Injured
Evicted or Cheated
Discriminated Against
Insurance Problem
Contract Dispute

tall Jeff Kann, Ph.D., J.D.
an attorney and professor who
hu worked with students at
San lost State and who knows
how important your problems
are to your future

Pick up the
Candidate Application Packet
In the Associated Students
Government Office.

STEP #2

Attend the MANCIAIORY
Candidate Orientation:
Thursday, February 5, 1991
4 Sprn In the Council Chambers
of the Student Onion
Inns Is the Filing Deadline (IMO

Applications are available NOW in the Associated
Students Government Office in the
upper level of the Student Union.
If you have any questions, please contact the
Election Board at (408) 924-5955.
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Nlitgist r. e
I
watched.
Thomas Coffin called a It ye minute recess.
’1 think it was just the weight of
the whole deal." Martin told a ’Imhof
reporten: lat4-r outside court.
25 and experiencing
NfTW
more pain than ever, he is asking
the PGA Tour to allow iuini to
ride a cart in professional golf
under
the
tournaments
Americans with Disabilities Act.
his doctors say walking is not

S11,0101
an.111.

Run for
Associated Students
Government!

.11)11. 01

Casey
,ENE, Ore ,Al’i
Martin hroke (1,11111 111 f ,;irs ;is
to,tiluiri :0).10 a lifeillne. (If
1,1111 tr, ini his withered leg and
trii-trAtion over having to ask
tor help to plity with the best
yolter- in the %viirld
It I oold trade my leg and a
Art lor their ile,erel leg. I would do
it atom une, an% w here." Martin
told A packed tederil courtroorn
\’,Int -day in his lawsuit seekrolt, instead of walk to the
pro tour
Ile described a match
filie..ed while ;it Stant, ;rd. and

Tim Young had 17 points and
15 rebounds for Stanford (19-2, .
8-2 Pac-10 I, which remained
unbeaten in seven road games.’
Weems added 16 points, including four free throws over the last
26 seconds as Stanford, which’
lost consecutive home games to
Nei. 4 Arizona and Arizona State
last week, survived a seasonhigh 21 turnovers to complete a
season sweep of Cal 18-10, 4-61.
Geno Carlisle had 25 point%
for Cal, while Thomas Kilgore.
added 13 and Raymond King 11.
The win was even more
important for Stanford since its
next two games are on the road
7 Connecticut on.
at No.
Saturday and at No. 6 UCLA on
Feb. 12.
"It’s not just another win. It’s
a big win," Lee said. "Granted,
this is a tough road stretch and
before it we went out and lost
two at home. What does that
mean? Go on the road and play
better. We’ve got those bad
games behind us and now we’ve
got to win. From hero on, we
have to escalate."
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Arena Hotel
1117 The Alameda,
San Jose
14081 294-65M
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Valley Park Hotel
2404 Stevens Creek Blvd.
(40111293-5(1110
Free Pariung
room.. nstply

Debut: Snowboarding has become popular with the masses
Continued from page 1
The first major snowboard company was Burton
Snowboards, which started in 1977. An industry
had begun.
"I always wanted a surfboard for Christmas,"
Burton said, dispelling the notion that all snowboarders start by surfing. "But I never got one."
Others played a big part in the development of
the sport, Absolutely Radical magazine was the
first snowboard magazine in 1985. The name was
changed six months later to International
Snowboard Magazine to better represent snowboarders of the world.
The sport received even more exposure when
James Bond was seen riding a snowboard in the
1985 movie "A View to A Kill."
In 1987, TransWorld Snowboarding magazine
and Snowboarder magazine reached out to large
numbers of sItateboarders, surfers and snow
enthusiasts with the message of snowboarding.

spaper.

EMPLOYMENT
CLERICAL JOB FOlt-WORK-STUDY
eigble SJSU student et Beethoven
Center in WLN 318.1(70 hrs/week.
$5.70/hr. Call 924 06.
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VALET PARKING Local company
lopking for people. Flexible
sr.hedule PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$1.5 per hour 867-7275.
RECEPTIONIST: PART-TIME for
busy office near campus. Call for
details. 282,1500.
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED.
K through 12th grades. Mon-Fri,
30m 8pm. 510-$15/hour. Call
408/255 5247.
FILE CLERK WANTED -Acct. Dept.
8 10 hours per week, flexible.
Please fax resume to 297-6000,
Attention: Adina.
JAPANESE RESTAURANT looking
for part Of full time waitress. waiter, dishwasher & busboy. Please
call 938-0888 or come In for an
application @ 384 S. 2nd Street.
Ash for Kevin or Kathy.
BOOKKEEPER/ADMIN ASST. to
President. Flex PT schedule.
Quickbooks. Excel expenence req.
Child Care available. KidsPark
corporate office near Valley Fair.
Call 260-7929 or FAX resume to
2607366.
WANTED: LEADERS/MANAGERS
for USMC OCS and flight training.
Salary 30-36K/yr. Tuition assistance available. Must be: F/T
student or possess BA/BS.
U5 citizen. under 2.8 years old.
Call Capt. Sosa at 408-971-3791.
INSTRUCTORS - PT, Enthusiastic
to teach FUN science programs in
elementary schls. Requires reliable
car. experience w/kids, enthusiasm.
Exc. salary. Call’ Mad Science of
the South Bay (01408)262 5437.
TEACHERS high quality, licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2 12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve. Weekends
Min 6 ECE required
Team environment
Benefits available
Call Corp Office 2667929.
ASSEMBLE 8 TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
office work, shipping & receiving.
Team player mentality a must.
Campbell. CA. Fax resume to:
408/3705743.
MT VIM PERFORPAING ARTS CTR.
hiring exp. Sr. Ticket Svc. Reps/
Sr Stagehands. 20 hrs/v& excl.
benefrts. Call 650/903-6310 for
info/req’d application. Filing
deadline: Feb. 20, 1998.
WARPERSON NEEDED
EVENINGS & WEEKENDS
SALARY. TIPS
APPLY IN PERSON
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 ALMADEN EXP. SAN JOSE
WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MON. FRI.
Part-time 3pm to 70m
Detail Oriented Order Puller
$6.00 Per Hour
Work for a company that
truly appreciates as staff.
Apply in person.
1404 So. 7th SA San Jose
Comer of 7th & Alma.
o experiMARKETING A
le hours.
ence, open sal
e. Must be
Part-time or full
creative and re
Adv.
Pit call for
& Marketing ch
appointment at 241-81.60.
TELEMARKETWOK experience.
56-$25/hr. Part tillee or full time
Flexible hours, work from your
home or our office to assist Real
Estate executive. Must be people
pawn and lose to taik arid to make
more money. Call 2418160.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed rifle immediate
Jeep. NI-time/pad time openings.
Call today 1 650-968-9933,
International Bartenders School.

thing," Public Relations Manager at Alpine
Meadows, Brinn Talbot said. Seventy-four percent
of snowboarders are 24 or younger, according to
the Burton website.
An almost hateful relationship has begun to
develop between skiers and snowboarders.
In recent years, as snowboarders have become a
part of seemingly every snowbound family vacation, the walls have begun to fall. The mountains
are not without incidents.
"I ran into a girl skier the other day and her
mom told me that snowboarders didn’t belong on
the mountain," 13-year-old snowboarder Chris
Regan said.
The fact that an increasing amount of skiers are
picking up snowboarding as a secondary sport or
are completely converting from skiing may also be
working to quell the animosity.
"I just see it as everyone is trying to have fun,"
ex-skier turned snowboarder Mark Haas said.
"I also come from Indiana, so I didn’t grow up

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clakn for products or
keyless advertised below nor k
3
guarantee Implied. The
colitis el the Spartan
Daly consist of peki advertising
akd offerings we not approved or
verified by the

By 1990, every European country plus Japan,
Mexico, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand
offered snowboard-exclusive magazines. Networks
like ESPN and MTV also have helped to provide
exposure for snowboarding, according to the
Burton website.
Snowboarding had definitely became a visible
activity on ski hills everywhere; it has not necessarily become an accepted part.
"When I first started boarding, it seemed like
skiers really had a hatred for me," six-year snowboarder Josh Barr of Reno said.
Many mountains refused to allow snowboarders
on their lifts. Time magazine called snowboarding
the "Worst New Sport" in 1988.
Skiers everywhere saw snowboarders not as
equals, but as people to be avoided at all costs. Ski
patrols were advised to look out for the out-of-control youths.
"The stereotypical image of snowboarders
seemed to have more to do with age than with any-

OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-29. healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
Give the gift of life!
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bonus for Chinese &Japanese donors.
PLEASE CALL WWFC
800-314-9996
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
Fr kennel. PT. afternoon’s Tues-Sat.
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work. Experience
working w/dogs pref, but will train.
Great opportunity for dog lover!
$6.50/hr. Fax resume w/cover
letter to: 408/377-0109 or call
408/371-9115.

NOW IS THE TIME TO AND A JOB
for the New Year. Teleservices
Bureau needs outgoing personalities with great voices for nationwide projects. Flex hours. Music,
Performing Arts. and Sales/Marketing majors are encouraged to
apply. Call Maria ASAP. 360-1370
to see if you qualify.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
Will train
Abcom Pnvate Secunty
408-2474827

CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK WORD PROCESSING
at remodeled Chevron stations.
2 locations, F/T. P/T, flexible *AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED*
hours. Call 295-3964. Ask for Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects.
Ophelia.
Resures, All Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI looking for daycare staff person. Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ as Exp.
WP 5.1/1-P Laser. PAM’S
Hours 2:30pm-6:30pm. Working
with elementary aged children. FROFESSICINAL MK) PROCESSING.
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
408/7235140.

around the grudge (between skiers and snowboarders) that seems so prevalent on the coasts."
As more and more of the young people picked up
the sport, it became necessary for even some of the
most staunch skier-only-mountains to open their
lifts to snowboarders.
"At one time there was a real market for skieronly mountains," said Talbot, whose employer,
Alpine Meadows, was the last California mountain
to allow snowboarders last year and now offers
several snowboard parks. "Most families now have
at least one or two snowboarders. It became necessary to allow snowboarders on the mountain to
continue being a family resort."
The only remaining holdouts that don’t allow
snowboarding are Alta, Deer Valley and Sundance
in Utah; Taos in New Mexico; and Mad River in
Vermont. Park City in Utah recently converted
after it won the bid to host the snowboarding
events in 2002 Olympics in Salt Lake City.

FAX: 408-924-3282

SHARED HOUSING

GREEK MESSAGES

SPORTS_/THRILLS

COZY, RJRIVISHED Basement Room
in old Willow Glen, Quiet, tree lined
street. Serious, male student.
$500/mo. Msg: 408/293-6427.

WAY TO 00 SIGMA THETA PSI!
Congratulations on the house.
All our hard work has finally paid
off. Now its time to kick back and
enjoy our new home.

100% PURE ADRENALINE?
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

EVEROREEN AREA ROOM, own ballo
rm. Near shops & bus. $400/mo +
clap 8,1/3 at. 2382626 or 2231692.

COMPUTERS ETC

FOR SALE
FURNISHED BEDROOM - PRIVATE
TRAVEL
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. BATH. $500/mo. Incl. utils. No
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
Science & English papers/theses smoke/drugs. Call 408/2555247. 486-50Mhz 15" monitor 24 MB
up to $600/month!
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
RAM 850 MBHDD 33.6 modem
our specialty. Laser printing.
Become a Sperm Donor.
EUROPE - SUMMER ’98
6xCD-ROM $200. Allan 2817901.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old. APA, Turabian and other formats.
WESTCOAST DEP’S -$478 R/T
RENTAL HOUSING
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Resumes. editing, graphics
$2095249 R/T
Mexico/Canbb
on
Contact California Cryobank and other services available
HAWAII $119 cr/w
TUTORING
1650-324-1900. M -F, 8-4:30. either WordPerfect or Word. 2 BDRIN. APARTMENT- $950/MO.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS‘
415-834-9192
Call
building
Security type
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Receptionist, Office Clerk
http://www.atrhitch.org
ENGUSH TUTOR
Secure Parking
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS Call Paul or Virginia 408-2510449.
Sales. Customer Support
INTERACT ACCESSORIES, INC..
Speaking. Writing & Editing
Close In
available. Easy hours. Good
wrath’s largest manufacturer/marketer Technician. Testing Optr.
Expenenced
with
the
needs
Building
Modem
TO
TYPE??
Mike,
261.1323.
DO
YOU
HATE
money.
Ask
for
Clerk
Warehouse
controllers
and
of gaming accessones
of Foreign Students,
Laundry Room
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
for the PC, 864, PlayStabon etc. is Cal 408/9428866
Credentialed Teacher & M.A
Village Apartments
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
opening Product Development facility or fax to 408/9428260
Call Jessica (4081 978-8034.
576 South Fifth Street
group projects,etc. I have a
FUNDRAISING
Certain advertisements In
in Si area. Positions avail: Product Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
295-6893
(4081
your
to
complete
typewriter
Lake
Ave.
Milpitas
Clear
Evangelism. Product/QA Testers & 1778
these columns may refer the
CALCUUJS VIDEOS
mplications for med/law school, etc.
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
reader to specific telephone
Marketing Support. Prerequisites: Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
ARE YOU ilAVING TROUBLE
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Will transcnbe your taped
Fundraising opportunities
for
numbers or addr
must be superb communicator with tam left at Clear Lake Ave.
LEARNING CALCULUS’
Large 2 bdm1/2 bath. Very clean.
interviews or research notes.
available. No financial obligation.
additional information.
intimate knowledge of gaming
Don’t fall behind in your class
Secunty type bldg. Laundry. cable.
Fax Machine, Notary Public.
Great for clubs.
Classified readers should be
industry AND ardent game player. MULTIMEDIA TECHNICIAN
Get help now and
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
For more information call
reminded that, when makIng
Sr. marketing positions also avail in JOB #98-003
be ahead of the mass.
school. Responsive management.
1888151.A Plus ext. 51.
Baltimore. MD headquarters. Send $2669- 53737/mo.
these further contacts, they
If you don’t get it the first time
We take advance deposits to hold
should require complete
resumes to lAl. Attn: Hr, 9611 Support computer labs for innovaHEALTH & BEAUTY an apartment. 5995-$1045/mo. Just Rewind. Rewind. Rewind.
information before sending
Pulaski Park Dr.. Batt, MD 21220. tive Multimedia Master’s & MultiSEND for information about your
Call 2889157.
OPPORTUNITIES
money for goods or MIAMI.
Fax: (410) 238-1434: Email: media Certificate Programs.
Calculus Video Tutorial TODAY.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Resolve tech. problems & assist
In addition, readers should
jherskowitzeegameshark.com
And your 24-HOUR TUTOR
Unwanted hair removed forever.
in developing creative solutions. KILLER PHONE CARD RATES:
carefully investigate ail firms
will soon be on Its WAY,
INSTRUCTION
Specialist. Confidential.
offering employment listings
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school REQ: Knowledge of Mac & PC inci. Call anywhere USA for 11.9t/
For more information send a self
Your own probe or disposable.
arcoupons for discount
seeks responsible individuals for System 7.5, IA/m.95 & NT. Flimilier minute. Call anywhere Mexico for
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now addressd stamped envelope to,
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
vacations or merchandise.
extended daycare. P/T in the with networking, web design, user 294/minute. Very reliable service.
S-New-0
accepting students who wish to
247-7486.
afternoon. No ECE units are support & current multimedia $5. $10 & $20 cards available.
1245 Marshall Road
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
required. Previous expenence with applications. Knowledge of media Two very good distributors wantBnghton, TN 38011
levels welcome: Beginning.
MEN & WOMEN
children preferred. Please contact peripherals, 4 year degree related ed. Easy to sell at these prices.
area & multimedia experience. Special tnal offer of 20% off retail PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
Apply by 2/13/98 to Cal State on any size first order. For Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
Hayward. Hayward, CA 94542 or additional information leave or using chemicals. Let us perma- Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
INFORMATION CENTER
nently remove your unwanted hair. Call Bill at 408-298 6124
is accepting applications for Call 510/885-3634 for app. More message at 415-960-3053.
Back - Chest - Lip . Bikini Chin Employment. Must be available info at www.csuhayward.edu .
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Tuesday & Thursday Mornings.
receive 15% discount. First appt. 30 Years Teaching Experience
SERVICES
Work Study-encouraged. Contact ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
1/2 price if made before 5/30/98.
the Student Union Director’s PLUS seeking F/T & P/T Teaiims
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E. Russian Trained Concert Pianists
and Aides. Substitute positions TAX PREPARATION487-3203
Office, 9ariv5pm. 924-6310.
are also available that offer flexi- R.D. Rose Assoc, 50 Airport Pkwy. Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell. "Professors of Piano
National Teachers Guild Assn
Schedule your appointment.
(408) 379-3500.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach ble hours. ECE units preferred but
National Suzuki Assn
Day Evening Weekend
one on one in company car. Good not required. Please contact
ComputenzedUcenseiBonded
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
dnving & teaching skill. HS Grad. Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
Record.
Starting 520/hr
Clean DMV. No Criminal
INSURANCE
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Call 408-241-6662
No exper. nec. Training provided.
1 Ballad
editing,
rewriting,
ghostwriting
in
Santa Clara for Will
AUTO INSURANCE
Partfime, Flexible Hours,
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
5 Tease
Campus Insurance Service
Essays, letters, application
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW
$50 Hiring Bonus,
999W. San Carlos St. 971 7557.
weight
9 Gold
OUMM @MOO MOUUO
statements, proposals, reports.
Special Student Programs
Great for Students!
www .de I uxedri vi ng.com
14 Russian river
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Serving Downtown Sanlose. etc For more info. please call
CliZiaill @DEM 1010111C11:1
15 Workers
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Inner City Express.
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT IL/w PRO THERAPISTS
1212111011121E11:11ZI RICIEBI§1111
protection agcy
for Autistic gel. $12./hour. more 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose. VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall ’Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers’
16 Combine
MMM M111130 MI01000
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
for experience. Paid training. Part,
ingingno ociBigi
17 Pantyhose coier
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
Only $57 00 per year
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
MISSING SOMETHING?
time afternoons & weekends.
18 Finishes the
MIMI OffilliZIE11110
Save 30% 60%
Need a sprntual boost"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
P/T Elementary Schools.
Please call 408/946-8211.
cake
MMUMU IRWRIMM MIAM
on your dental needs
FREE QUOTE
Degree or Credential NOT Required Need a break" Try Out:
19 Thin cookie
For info call 1 800 6553225
NO HASSLE
MMOINI CIMBIBEI WORM
TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted. Opportunity for Teachrg Experience, The Enlightenment Support Group
20
500 auto race
NO OBLIGATION
Need Car
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
Small World Schools has Part
MUM @MUM MUOMM
22 Cheer
iS The Book Cafe Center
Also open Saturdays 9-2
Time and Full -Time. a.m, and Voce Arta 14081287 4170 e4. 408
one
Insignificant
24
CIOGIE111131111 GIOIA
E0E/AAE
3483 95 S. Bascom
p.m.. permanent and Summer
AUTOS FOR SALE
26 Singer Damonr,
CIRIOR1 lEIBIBLVILIBIBI
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
1408)978-8034
positions available. Units in CD,
27 Type of hand
WOMOU MEMO GIIIM
’90 FORD T -BIRD. Very Clean
ECE. Psych. Soc. or Rec required. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GrustLA/Ifalbs & riterdenoninabonai Low Down / Monthly Payments
30 Gemstorie
lElfflOCIll
11111011;101111ililiglE
Light Silver Blue Good Condition
If you are interested in working Fishing industry. Excellent earn Others Self "Its always new aid vrtal." No Dever Refused
35 Wading her
’Cancelled or Rejected
Runs Great, Auto trans. AM FM
with a high quality child care ings & benefits potential. All major *It supports me in my life .."
000MO
OMMU
OOMM
of the CAW,
36
Dui ’Suspended License
Cass. Power extras 113k Pll
company call 408379-3200 x 2L employers. Ask us how! 517 324. "I get in contact with the real me."
Bear
SUOMI
MMOU
OMMO
All service records Price reduced’
expenence wholeness"
Accidents Tickets
3115 ext. A60411.
37 Rig F oot s
Immediate SR Filings
Suggested Donation:
$4650 o b o Must sell, Please
PALO ALTO SCHOOL DISTRICT
Cousin
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We The pnce you pay for a movie.
Good Driver Discount
call 227 1145
Child Care Centers
38 Split
29 Prank
71 Feed the hogs
Non/Owner Operator
sell discount subcriptrons to Bay
Teacher & Aide Subs needed.
39 True fir lite
31 P5mary
Teachers-$70/day (permit needed) Area newspapers. Auto dialers, NEED FINANCIAL HELP" For tlam - flpm, Mondry - Saturday
quality
32 Mdillr. I .f,lorn
DOWN
ADVERTISE!
Aides-$10.20/hr. (am, or p.m. hrs) Flexible hrs. 9arn-9pm Downtown information on where to get an Free Phone Quotes
4., Throng
COontry
i ti ii, h. oIO
Call Us Now.
650329-3742 for an application. near lightrail . 4 blocks from SJSU. application fa fnancei art & schola
43 Some pilots
33 Rock
2 Kil Pr vyhale
Hourly $$ plus bonus, Media shm. send 55.00 to 4964 Searaka, (408) 241-5400
SPARTAN DAILY
650-856-0876 for information.
45 Brownish gray
34 Rome’, ’Nei
a not any,
I
Promotions 494-0200.
Di 11111 lid $5. San axe. CA 95136 ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
drd
4 Saint’, DI A sort 16 Give a hoot
CLASSIFIEDS
40 .firas
46 Peaf,‘ goddess
5Frerrtieri
48 Talkative pet
41Oemeano,
e Famed
44 Big game
50 Sharper
st, tuette
expeditions
51 Evergreen
7 The laav
52 Bridges
4 ’ Like,.
8 Le toyer, fled
FOR NATIONAL / AGF:NC1’ RATES CALL 408-924-3277
9 persiari (reit
iirrhrago at
54 Bathe
58 Last word in
,jf Gently
na run,
’Citizen Kane
50 White, i 1.15
10 State , il
53 Snluo Jrues
62 Stockpile
mayhem
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
54 Bi,Jav
63 Muddy the
11 Cr irk in trio
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55
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56flas,ipper
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12 Sr it to
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66 Up to
13 Small ,Full
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67 Wise Men
21 Pr ’peek.
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25 Cots
69 Untidy
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27 Jim
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28 Novehst .fi rig
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Days
Day
Days
3 lines
$9
$7
$S
4 lines
$8
$10
$6
Shoes
$11
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$12
$e
$1 for each additional line.

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
514

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rate increases by St per day
First Nne (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra tharge.
Additional words available in bold for $3 each.

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Name

Please check

Address

one classification:

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classdieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dvnght Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadhne 10 00 am Two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepad No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
IN QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days.
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3

lines for 3 days, as a service

to the

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events/
Announcements’
Lost and Founcr’
Volunteers’
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Autos For Sale’
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Rental Housrng
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Servrces’
Health/Beauty’
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Tutoring’
Word Processing
Scholarships
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NEWS
Bicycles: Campus theft

Snowboarder:

Created by
Spartan Daily Staff

Aries
March 21 to April 20
You do things your own way at all costs which makes you a
stand-out. This means you are a natural target and often get
shit on by pigeons. There’s disruption in your ruling planet of
Mars so avoid flocks and carry a wide umbrella. Famous Arian:
Adolf Hitler.

Continued from page 1
sleep and instead cram excessive occupants into a
cramped motel room.
"Just this past weekend," SJSU student Collin Stiner
said, "there were six of us in a room meant for three."
Perhaps one of the biggest draws to the sport has
been its similarity to other sports and its relative easiness to perfect. Skateboarders and surfrrs alike have
found it very easy to assimilate.
I3-year-old
"I used to live on the coast !".)arutneV
Taylen Richards said. "I used to surf; so boarding came
really naturally."
One of the easiest ways to spot snowboarders is by
their dress.
"Snowboard clothing tends to be more baggy," said
Justin Hibber, a snowboard sales associate at Mel
Cotton’s Sporting Goods store. "The main reason for it is
style."
Lindsay Wheeler. 19. is part of a growing group of
women snowboarders who are opting to ride with other
males rather than their fidiale peers.
"The guys have been pretty enthusiastic about seeing
a chick ride," Wheeler said. "It seems like it takes a cer
tam n personality with girls. A lot of the girls seem to be
just doing it because it’s the new, cool thing or to pick up
on guys. Women will be competing, along with the men, in two
snowboarding events in the upcoming Winter Olympics.
Most never saw the Olympics as an obtainable goal.
"I was a derelict skateboarder," said Todd Richards, a
medal contender in the half-pipe competition in an
interview with TransWorld SNOWboarding Magazine.
"I didn’t really give a crap about a team sport, ever."

Continued from page 1
are left unlocked or unattended, Sgt.
Hernandez said. He said even bicycles
locked to bike racks get stolen because
some thieves cut through the locks,
especially cable or chain locks. He recommends that bicyclists use a U-lock,
which is a metal bar lock shaped in a
Greg Whitehouse, owner of Pacific
Bicycle, said U-locks are the most
dependable bicycle security locks, but it
is possible to break into a U-lock.
"There is no lock made that can’t be
broken into," Whitehouse said. "Give
me some time and I’ll break into Fort

Knox. It just takes common sense."
Steve Molinari, an SJSU student,
said he had a bicycle stolen at one
point. Now since enrolling at SJSU, he
uses two bikes. He said he rides the
less valuable one to school and secures
it with a U-lock while the other is safe
at his house.
Bicycle parts are also commonly
stolen even if the frame is locked,
Whitehouse said.
"We get a lot of people who just have
wheels and seats stolen," he said.
Bicycle owners should record their
bicycle’s serial number and engrave
their drivers’ license on the frame, Sgt.
Hernandez said.

MIXED MEDIA
by Jack Ohman
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Taurus
April 21 to May 20
You crave security which makes you an incurable co-dependent. While others might track this neediness back to your parents, it is most likely your inability to get laid. Honey, if you’ve
got it, flaunt it; because you haven’t been getting it, and God
knows you need it. Famous Taurean: Sigmund Freud.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You have a foul case of B.O. and your horoscope is being
withheld until you remedy the problem. Famous Geminian:
John F. Kennedy.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
You are a cautious person which manifests itself in your
belief that someone is following you. Oh puh-leaze. You may
think you’re the most fun to walk behind, but your buns really
aren’t enough to attract a tail. Jump into reality. Famous
Cancerian: Princess Diana.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
You are expressive and expansive. As a result, you often
embellish on the size of your genitalia. Word to the wise: Those
around you are getting hip to your scam, so stock up on
Kleenex with the quickness. Famous Leonian: Mae West.
Virgo
August 23 to September 22
You are both fussy and physically fit. Yep, that’s right ...
tight-lipped and tight-assed. Take some time off this weekend
to boogie in your undies to those rockin’ ’80s tunes that you
have tucked away on vinyl. "Everybody cut, everybody cut footloose ..." Famous Virgoan: Michael Jackson.
Libra
September 23 to October 22
You have an insatiable craving for attention and approval.
This often drives you to page yourself when no one is looking
sic that others think you are popular. You’re not. Work on patting yourself on the back instead of wanting everyone else to.
In the long run it’ll make you feel better. Famous Libran:
Mohandas Gandhi.
Scorpio
October 23 to November 22
You possess a magnetic personality and engage in compulive nose-picking when everyone else’s back is turned. Your
stars say things are looking up for you. Search hard and dig
deep what
you desire is within your reach. Famous
Scorpian: Bill Gates.
Sagittarius
November 23 to December 21
You are intellectual and philosophical. So answer this, will
you? Did everyone in Milwaukee really think Fonzie could turn
on the juke box with his fist? Are Valerie Bertinelli and Eddie
Van Hahn really the same person? What the hell ever happened to Gabe Kaplan from "Welcome Back, Kotter" fame)?
Famous Sagittarian: Mark Twain,
Capricorn
December 22 to January 20
You are over-conventional and disciplined. It’s a sure bet you
have voted Republican all your life and are getting off on the
trouble in the Clinton White House now. Your advice to Monica
Lewinsky? She should have kept her mouth shut (forgive the
pun). Famous (Iapricornian: Sir Isaac Newton.
Aquarius
January 21 to February /9
You are twisted and most people view you as a pervert. You
were the kid at slumber parties that tortured the first poor sap
to fall asleep. (Does frozen underwear and the old hand in
warm water trick sound like familiar M.O. to you?) Not much
has changed and, although it’s probably too late for an old dog
such as yourself to acquire new tricks, give it a shot and buy
some maturity. Famous Aquarian: John McEnroe.
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Pisces
February 20 to March 20
You manage to piss off a lot of people with your idealism.
Bravo! Others might find you an insufferable schmuck, but
you’ve never given a flying fig what anyone thinks before so, for
God’s sake, don’t start now. Famous Piscean: Elizabeth Taylor.
Spartan Daily Horoscopes appear every Thursday.
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